**Federal Grant Funding - Decision Tree**

**Seeking funding to support code adoption and implementation**

- **In the next 4 years will adopt a code at least equivalent to 2021 IECC AND can achieve full code compliance**
  - Pursue DOE Inflation Reduction Act grants (separate decision tree)
    - Action may be required as soon as Jan. 31
  - Are a local gov’t OR a non-governmental building safety stakeholder
    - Pursue DOE RECI competitive grants (2024 rules TBA) in partnership with a state, territory, or tribal govt

- **In the next 4 years will adopt a code that is NOT equivalent to 2021 IECC OR cannot achieve full code compliance**
  - Are a state, tribal, or territorial govt
    - Pursue DOE RECI competitive grants (2024 rules TBA) as an applicant OR in partnership with local govt(s) and/or other stakeholders
  - Willing to meet a non-federal match of up to 25%?
    - Apply for FEMA BRIC funding through state hazard mitigation office. Applications due to FEMA Feb. 29*

*some states have prior deadlines please check with your SHMO*
DOE Inflation Reduction Act Grants Decision Tree for Governments

With funding could achieve full energy code compliance

Energy code expected to reach net zero within 10 years

Are a state or territory govt

Will make amendments equivalent to 2021 IECC zero energy appx

Submit concept for Topic Area #2D (≤$10M per award ≤$100M total ≤20 awards) Due Feb. 9

Submit a Letter of Intent by Jan. 31 for DOE formula funds

Willing to limit amendments to DOE’s list

Submit concept for Topic Area #1B (≤$5M per award ≤$45M total ≤20 awards) Due Feb. 9

Submit concept for Topic Area #1A (≤$5M per award ≤$45M total ≤20 awards) Due Feb. 9

Are a local govt

Will make amendments equivalent to 2021 IECC zero energy appx

Submit concept for Topic Area #2C (≤$10M per award ≤$100M total ≤20 awards) Due Feb. 9

Submit concept for Topic Area #2B (≤$10M per award ≤$20M total ≤10 awards) Due Feb. 9

Will adopt the 2021 or 2024 IECC within 4 years

Are a state or territory govt

Will make amendments equivalent to 2021 IECC zero energy appx

Submit concept for Topic Area #2A (≤$10M per award ≤$20M total ≤10 awards) Due Feb. 9

Submit a Letter of Intent by Jan. 31 for DOE formula funds

Willing to limit amendments to DOE’s list

Are a local govt